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Population, Technology, and Growth:From Maithusian
Stagnation to the Demographic Transitionand Beyond
By ODED GALORAND DAVID N. WEIL*
Thispaper develops a unifiedgrowthmodel that capturesthe historicalevolutionof
population,technology,and output.It encompassesthe endogenoustransitionbetween
three regimes that have characterizedeconomic development.The economy evolves
from a Malthusianregime,wheretechnologicalprogress is slow andpopulationgrowth
preventsany sustainedrise in incomeper capita,into a Post-Malthusianregime,where
technologicalprogress rises andpopulationgrowthabsorbsonlypart of outputgrowth.
Ultimately,a demographictransitionreversesthepositive relationshipbetweenincome
andpopulationgrowth,and the economyentersa Modem Growthregimewith reduced
populationgrowthand sustainedincomegrowth.(JELJ13, 011, 033, 040)

This paper analyzes the historical evolution
of the relationshipbetween population growth,
technological change, and the standardof living. It develops a unified model that encompasses the transition between three distinct
regimes that have characterizedthe process of
economic development: the "Malthusian Regime," the "Post-MalthusianRegime," and the
"ModernGrowthRegime."We view the unified
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modeling of this long transitionprocess, from
thousands of years of Malthusian stagnation
through the demographictransition to modern
growth, as one of the most significant research
challenges facing economists interested in
growth and development.
The analysis focuses on the two most important differences between these regimes from a
macroeconomicviewpoint: first,in the behavior
of income per capita; and second, in the relationship between the level of income per capita
and the growth rate of population.
The ModernGrowthRegime is characterized
by steady growth in both income per capita and
the level of technology. In this regime there is a
negative relationshipbetween the level of output and the growthrate of population:the highest rates of populationgrowth are found in the
poorest countries,and many rich countrieshave
population growth rates near zero.
At the other end of the spectrum is the
Malthusian Regime in which technological
progress and populationgrowth were glacial by
modem standards,and income per capita was
roughly constant. Further,the relationship between income per capita and populationgrowth
was the opposite of that which exists in the
Modem Growth Regime: "The most decisive
mark of the prosperity of any country," observed Adam Smith (1776), "is the increase in
the numberof its inhabitants."
The Post-Malthusian Regime, which occuffed between the Malthusian and Modem
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GrowthRegimes, sharedone characteristicwith
each of them. Income per capita grew during
this period, althoughnot as rapidly as it would
during the Modem Growth Regime. At the
same time, the Malthusianrelationshipbetween
income per capita and population growth was
still in place. Rising income was reflected in
rising populationgrowth rates.
The most basic descriptionof the relationbetween populationgrowth and income was proposed by Thomas R. Malthus (1798). The
Malthusianmodel has two key components.The
firstis the existenceof some factorof production,
such as land, which is in fixed supply, implying
decreasingreturnsto scale for all other factors.
The second is a positive effect of the standardof
living on the growthrate of population.
According to Malthus, when populationsize
is small, the standardof living will be high, and
populationwill grow as a naturalresult of passion between the sexes. When populationsize is
large, the standardof living will be low, and
population will be reduced by either the "preventive check" (intentionalreduction of fertility) or by the "positive check" (malnutrition,
disease, and famine).
The Malthusian model implies that, in the
absence of changes in technology or in the
availability of land, the size of the population
will be self-equilibrating.Further,increases in
available resources will, in the long run, be
offset by increases in the size of the population.
Countries with superior technology will have
denser populations, but the standardof living
will not be related to the level of technology,
either over time or across countries.
The Malthusianmodel's predictionsare consistent with the evolution of technology, population, and outputper capita for most of human
history. For thousandof years, the standardof
living was roughly constant and did not differ
greatly across countries. As depicted in Figure
1, Angus Maddison (1982) estimates that the
growth rate of GDP per capita in Europe between 500 and 1500 was zero. Furthermore,
Ronald D. Lee (1980) reportsthat the real wage
in England was roughly the same in 1800 as it
had been in 1300. According to Kang Chao's
(1986) analysis, real wages in Chinawere lower
at the end of the eighteenth century than they
had been at the beginning of the first century.
Joel Mokyr (1990), Lant Pritchett(1997), and
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Robert E. Lucas, Jr. (1999) argue that even in
the richest countries, the phenomenon of sustained growth in living standardsis only a few
centuries old.
Similarly,the patternof populationgrowth is
consistent with the predictions of the Malthusian model. Populationgrowth was nearly zero,
reflecting the slow pace of technological
progress. As depicted in F'igure1, the rate of
populationgrowth in Europebetween the years
500 and 1500 was 0.1 percentper year. Furthermore, Massimo Livi-Bacci (1997) estimates the
growthrate of world populationfrom the year 1
to 1750 at 0.064 percent per year.
Fluctuations in population and wages also
bear out the predictions of the Malthusian
model. Lee (1997) reportspositive income elasticities of fertility and negative income elasticities of mortalityfrom studies examining a wide
range of preindustrialcountries. Similarly, EdwardA. Wrigley and Roger S. Schofield (1981)
find that there was a strong positive correlation
between real wages and marriagerates in England over the period 1551-1801. Negative
shocks to population, such as the Black Death,
were reflected in higher real wages and faster
populationgrowth (Livi-Bacci, 1997).
Finally,the predictionof the Malthusianmodel
thatdifferencesin technologyshouldbe reflected
in populationdensitybutnot in standardsof living
is also borneout. As arguedby RichardEasterlin
(1981), Pritchett(1997), and Lucas (1999), prior
to 1800 differencesin standardsof living among
countrieswere quite small by today's standards;
yet theredid exist wide differencesin technology.
China's sophisticatedagriculturaltechnologies,
for example, allowed high per-acre yields, but
failed to raisethe standardof living above subsistence. Similarly in Ireland a new productive
technology-the potato-allowed a largeincrease
in populationover the centurypriorto the Great
Faminewithoutany improvementin standardsof
living (Livi-Bacci, 1997). Using this interpretation, MichaelKremer(1993) arguesthat changes
in the size of populationcan be takenas a direct
measureof technologicalimnprovement.
Ironically,it was only shortlybefore the time
that Malthus wrote that humanity began to
emerge from the trap that he described. As
is apparent from Figure 1 the process of
emergencefrom the Malthusiantrapwas a slow
one. The figure shows the growth rate of total
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Notes: Data from 500-1820 are from Angus Maddison(1982) and apply to Europeas a whole. Data for 1820-1990 are from
Maddison (1995), Table G, and apply to Western Europe.

output in Western Europe between the years
500 and 1990, as well as the breakdown between growthof outputper capitaand growthof
population. The growth rate of total output in
Europe was 0.3 percent per year between 1500
and 1700, and 0.6 percent per year between
1700 and 1820. In both periods, two-thirds of
the increase in total output was matched by
increasedpopulationgrowth, so that the growth
of income per capita was only 0.1 percent per
year in the earlier period and 0.2 percentin the
laterone. In the United Kingdom,where growth
was the fastest, the same rough division between total output growth and population
growth can be observed:total outputgrew at an
annualrate of 1.1 percent in the 120 years after
1700, whereaspopulationgrew at an annualrate
of 0.7 percent over that period.
Thus the initial effect of fasterincome growth
in Europe was to increase population. Income
per capitarose much more slowly than did total
output, and as income per capita rose, population grew ever more quickly. Only the fact that
output growth accelerated allowed income per

capita to continue rising. During this PostMalthusianRegime, the Malthusianmechanism
linking higher income to higher population
growth continued to function, but the effect of
higherpopulationon dilutingresourcesper capita, and thus lowering income per capita, was
counteractedby technological progress, which
allowed income to keep rising.
Both population and income per capita continued to grow after 1820, but increasingly the
growth of total outputwas expressed as growth
of income per capita. Indeed, whereas the rate
of total output growth increased, the rate of
growth of population peaked in the nineteenth
century and then began to fall. Population
growth was 40 percent as large as total output
growth over the period 1820-1870, but only 20
percent as large as total outputgrowth over the
period 1929-1990. Over the next several decades much of Western Europe is forecast to
have negative populationgrowth.
The dynamics of populationgrowth reflected
both changes in constraints and qualitative
changes in household behavior induced by the
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economic environment.The Malthusiandemographicregime had been characterizedby high
levels of both fertility and mortality.As living
standards rose, mortality fell. Between the
1740's and the 1840's, life expectancy at birth
rose from 33 to 40 in Englandand from 25 to 40
in France (Livi-Bacci, 1997). Robert Fogel
(1997) estimates that 85 percent of the decline
in mortalityin France between 1785 and 1870
was simply the result of better nutrition.Mortality reductionsled to growthof the population
both because more children reached breeding
age and because each person lived for a greater
numberof years.
The initial effect of higherincome was also to
raise fertility directly, primarilyby raising the
propensityto marry.Fertilityrates increased in
most of WesternEuropeuntil the second half of
the nineteenthcentury,peaking in England and
Wales in 1871 and in Germany in 1875 (Tim
Dyson and Mike Murphy, 1985; Ansley J.
Coale and Roy Treadway, 1986). Thus, in
Malthusianterms, the positive check was being
weakened and the preventive check was being
less assiduously enforced. But as income continued to rise, population growth fell further
below the maximumratethatcould be sustained
given the mortality regime. The reduction in
fertility was most rapid in Europe around the
turn of the twentieth century. In England, for
example, live births per 1,000 women aged
15-44 fell from 153.6 in 1871-1880 to 109.0 in
1901-1910 (Wrigley, 1969). Notably, the reversal of the Malthusianrelation between income
and population growth correspondedto an increase in the level of resourcesinvested in each
child. For example, the averagenumberof years
of schooling in England and Wales rose from
2.3 for the cohort born between 1801 and 1805
to 5.2 for the cohortborn 1852-1856 and 9.1 for
the cohort born 1897-1906 (RobertC. 0. Matthews et al., 1982).
This historicalevidence suggests that the key
event that separates the Malthusian and PostMalthusianRegimes is the acceleration in the
pace of technological progress, whereas the
event that separates the Post-Malthusian and
ModernGrowtheras is the demographictransition that followed the industrialrevolution.The
emergence from the Malthusian trap and the
onset of the demographic transition raise intriguing questions. How was the link between
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income per capitaandpopulationgrowth,which
had for so long been a constant of human
existence, so dramaticallysevered? How does
one account for the sudden spurt in growth
rates? Is there a unified frameworkof analysis
that can account for this intricate evolution of
population,technology, and growth throughout
human history?
Neoclassical growth models with exogenous
populationclearlyareunableto capturethis intricate transitionprocess.Further,the existing literatureon the relationbetween populationgrowth
and outputhas tendedto focus on only one of the
regimes described earlier. The majority of the
literaturehas been oriented toward the modem
regime, trying to explain the negative relation
between income and populationgrowth, either
cross-sectionallyor within a single countryover
time (e.g., RobertJ. Barro and Gary S. Becker,
1989).Among the mechanismshighlightedin this
literaturearethathigherreturnsto child qualityin
developed economies induce a substitutionof
quality for quantity (Becker et al., 1990); that
developedeconomiespay higherrelativewages of
women, thus raisingthe opportunitycost of children(GalorandWeil, 1996);andthatthe net flow
of transfersfrom parentsto childrengrows (and
possibly switches from negative to positive) as
countriesdevelop(JohnW. Caldwell,1976).1The
negativeeffect of high income on fertilityis often
examinedin conjunctionwith a model in which
high fertilityhas a negativeeffect on income as a
result of capital dilution.Recent papersthat are
concernedwith the MalthusianRegime are Kremer (1993) and Lucas (1999). Lucas presentsa
Malthusianmodel in which householdsoptimize
over fertilityandconsumption,whereasin Kremer
(1993) a feedbackloop between technology and
populationgeneratesa transitionfromthe proximity of a Malthusian equilibriumto the PostMalthusianRegime.2
1
See Isaac Ehrlich and Fracis Lui (1997), James A.
Robinson and T. N. Srinivasan(1997), and T. Paul Schultz
(1997) for surveys of the literaturein this area, and Richard
R. Nelson (1956) and Momi Dahan and Daniel Tsiddon
(1998) for an alternativemechanism.
2 To generatea demographictransition,Kremerassumes
that populationgrowth increases with income at low levels
of income and then decreases with income at high levels of
income. Another strand of literature (Marvin Goodfriend
and John McDermott, 1995; Daron Acemoglu and Fabrizio
Zilibotti, 1997) has attemptedto model the accelerationof
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This paperaccountsfor the transitionfrom the
MalthusianRegime, throughthe Post-Malthusian
Regime and the demographictransition,to the
Modem GrowthRegime in a unified model. At
the heartof our model is a novel explanationfor
the reductionin fertilitythathas allowed income
per capitato rise so far above subsistence.Most
studiesof the demographictransitionfocus on the
effectof a high level of incomein inducingparents
to switchto havingfewer,higher-qualitychildren.
In our model, parentsalso switch out of quantity
and into quality,but do so not in responseto the
level of income but ratherin responseto technological progress. The "disequilibrium"brought
about by technologicalchange raises the rate of
returnto humancapital,andthusinducesthe substitutionof qualityfor quantity.
The argumentthattechnologicalprogressitself
raisesthe returnto humancapitalwas most clearly
statedby TheodoreW. Schultz(1964). Examining
agriculture,Schultz arguedthat when productive
technologyhas been constantfor a long periodof
time, farmerswill have learnedto use their resources efficiently.Childrenwill acquireknowledge of how to deal withthis environmentdirectly
from observingtheirparents,and formalschooling will have little economic value. But when
technology is changing rapidly, the knowledge
gained from observing the previous generation
will be less valuableand the trial-and-error
process, which led to a high degree of efficiency
understaticconditions,will not have had time to
function.New technology will create a demand
for the ability to analyze and evaluatenew productionpossibilities,which will raisethe returnto
education.3Such an effect would be a natural
explanationfor the dramaticrise in schooling in
Europeover the courseof the nineteenthcentury.
The effect of technology on the return to
human capital in which we are most interested
is the short-runimpact of a new technology. In
outputgrowth at the time of the IndustrialRevolution without consideringthe determinantsof populationgrowth. See
also Assaf Razin and Uri Ben-Zion (1975), Zvi Eckstein et
al. (1988), John Komlos and Mark Artzrouni (1990) and
Lakshmi K. Raut and T. N. Srinivasan(1994).
3Schultz (1975) cites a wide range of evidence in support of this theory. Similarly, Andrew D. Foster and Mark
R. Rosenzweig (1996) find thattechnologicalchange during
the green revolution in India raised the returnto schooling,
and that school enrollmentratesrespondedpositively to this
higher return.
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the long run, technologies may be "skill biased"
or "skill saving." But we would argue that the
introductionof new technologies is mostly skill
biased.4 If technological changes are skill biased in the long run,then the effect on which we
focus will be enhanced, whereas if technology
is skill saving it will be diluted.
The second piece of the model is more
straightforward:the choice of parentsregarding
the education level of their children affects the
speed of technological progress. Children with
high levels of human capital are, in turn, more
likely to advancethe technologicalfrontieror to
adopt advanced technologies.5
The thirdpiece of the model links the size of
the population to the rate of technological
progressand to the take-off from the Malthusian
Regime. Holding the level of education constant,the speed of technologicalprogressis also
a positive function of the overall size of the
population. For a given level of education,
higher population generates a larger supply,
largerdemand,and more rapiddiffusion of new
ideas.
The final piece of the model is the most
Classical. The economy is characterizedby the
existence of a fixed factor of production,land,
and a subsistence level of consumption below
which individuals cannot survive. If technological progress permits output per worker to exceed the subsistence level of consumption,
populationrises, the land-laborratio falls, and,
in the absence of furthertechnologicalprogress,
wages fall back to the subsistence level of consumption. Income per capita is therefore selfequilibrating.Sustainedtechnological progress,
however, can overcome the offsetting effect of
population growth, allowing sustained income
growth.
The model produces a Malthusian "pseudo
steady state"that is stable over long periods of
time, but vanishesendogenouslyin the long run.
In this Malthusianregime output per capita is
stationary.Technology progresses only slowly,
andis reflectedin proportionalincreasesin output
4See Galor and Tsiddon (1997) and ClaudiaGoldin and
Lawrence F. Katz (1998).
5This link between education and technological change
was firstproposedby Nelson and EdmundS. Phelps (1966).
For supportive evidence see Easterlin (1981) and Mark
Doms et al. (1997).
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and population.Shocks to the land to laborratio
will induce temporarychanges in the real wage
and fertility,which will in turndrive income per
capitaback to its stationaryequilibriumlevel. Because technologicalprogressis slow, the returnto
humancapitalis low, and parentshave little incentiveto substitutechildqualityfor quantity.The
Malthusianpseudo steady state vanishes in the
long run because of the impact of population
size on the rate of technologicalprogress.At a
sufficientlyhigh level of population,the rate of
population-induced
technologicalprogressis high
enoughthatparentsfindit optimalto providetheir
childrenwith some humancapital.At this point,a
virtuous circle develops: higher human capital
raisestechnologicalprogress,which in turnraises
the value of humancapital.
Increasedtechnologicalprogress initially has
two effects on populationgrowth. On the one
hand, improved technology eases households'
budgetconstraints,allowing them to spend more
resourceson raisingchildren.On the otherhand,it
inducesa reallocationof these increasedresources
towardchild quality.In the Post-MalthusianRegime, the formereffect dominates,and so population growth rises. Eventually,however, more
rapid technologicalprogress resulting from the
increasein the level of humancapitaltriggersa
demographictransition:wages and the returnto
child qualitycontinueto rise, the shift away from
childquantitybecomesmoresignificant,andpopulation growth declines. In the Modem Growth
Regime,technologyandoutputpercapitaincrease
rapidly,whereaspopulationgrowthis moderate.
The rest of this paperis organizedas follows.
Section I formalizes the assumptionsabout the
determinantsof fertility and relative wages presented earlier, and incorporates them into an
overlapping generations model. Section II derives the dynamical system implied by the
model, and analyzes the evolution of the economy along transitionsto the steady state. Section III concludes.
I. The Basic Structureof the Model
Consider an overlapping-generationseconomy in which activity extends over infinite discrete time. In every period the economy
produces a single homogeneous good, using
land and efficiency units of labor as inputs.The
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supply of land is exogenous and fixed over time.
The number of efficiency units of labor is determined by households' decisions in the preceding periodregardingthe numberand level of
human capital of their children.
A. Production of Final Output
Production occurs according to a constantreturns-to-scale technology that is subject to
endogenous technological progress. The output
produced at time t, Yt, is
Yt= Ht (AtX)j-

(1)

where X and Ht are the quantities of land and
efficiency units of laboremployed in production
at time t, a E (0, 1), andAt > 0 representsthe
endogenously determinedtechnological level at
time t. The multiplicativeform in which technology (At) and land (X) appearin the production function implies that the relevantfactor for
the output produced is the product of the two,
which we define as "effective resources."
Outputper worker produced at time t, Yt, is
(2)

Yt = hX(I -a)=y(ht,

xt),

whereyh(ht,xt) > 0 andyx(ht,xt) > 0 V(ht,xt) >
0, h =H/Lt is the numberof efficiency units of
laborper workerandxt -(AKX)/Lt is the amount
of effective resourcesper workerat time t.
Suppose thatthere are no propertyrights over
land. The returnto land is therefore zero, and
the wage per efficiency unit of labor is therefore
equal to its average product:
(3)

wt = (Xtlht) -a -- w(ht, xt),

where wh(ht, xt) < 0 and wx(ht, xt) > 0,
V(ht,

Xt) >

0.

We base the modelingof the productionside on
two simplifyingassumptions.First,capitalis not
an input in the productionfunction;second, the
retutnto landis zero.Alternativelywe couldhave
assumedthatthe economy is small and open to a
world capitalmarketin which the interestrate is
constant.In this case, the quantityof capitalwill
be set to equalize its marginalproduct to the
interestrate,whereasthe priceof landwill follow
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a pathsuch thatthe totalreturnon land (rentplus
net price appreciation)is also equalto the interest
rate.This is the case presentedin Galorand Weil
(1998). Capital,however,has no role in the mechanismthatwe examine,andthe qualitativeresults
wouldnot be affectedif the supplyof capitalwere
endogenouslydetermined.6Allowing for capital
accumulationandpropertyrightsover landwould
complicatethe model to the pointof intractability.
B. Preferences and Budget Constraints
In each period t a generationthat consists of
Lt identical individuals joins the labor force.
Each individualhas a single parent.Membersof
generation t live for two periods. In the first
period of life (childhood), t - 1, individuals
consume a fraction of their parent's time. The
requiredtime increases with children's quality.
In the second period of life (parenthood), t,
individuals are endowed with one unit of time,
which they allocate between child-rearingand
labor force participation.They choose the optimal mixture of quantityand quality of children
and supply their remaining time in the labor
market,consuming their wages.
The preferences of members of generation t
are defined over consumption above a subsistence level c > 0, as well as over the potential
aggregate income of their children. They are
representedby the utility function7
(4)

u' = (c) (' - ")(w?+ l ntht + l)/.)

where nt is the numberof childrenof individual
t, ht+ is the level of human capital of each
6An alternative mechanism to deal with land in the
model would be to assume that land is owned by a small
fractionof the population,which consumes the rents that it
receives and which has a negligible impact on the evolution
of population.
7The second component of the utility function may
representeither intergenerationalaltruismor implicit concern about potential supportfrom children in old age. The
interpretationthat emphasizes intergenerationalaltruismreflects an implicit bounded rationality on the part of the
parent. Alternative formulations, according to which individuals generate utility from the utility of their children or
from the actual aggregateincome of their offspring, would
requireparentalpredictions about fertility choices of their
dynasty. These approaches would greatly complicate the
model and we conjecture that they would not affect the
qualitativeresults.
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child, and wt+ 1 is the wage per efficiency unit
of labor at time t + 1.
The utility function is strictly monotonically
increasingand strictlyquasi-concave,satisfying
the conventional boundary conditions that ensure that, for sufficiently high income, there
exists an interior solution for the utility maximization problem. However, for a sufficiently
low level of income the subsistence consumption constraintis binding and there is a corner
solution with respect to the consumptionlevel.8
Following the standardmodel of household
fertility behavior (Becker, 1960) the household
chooses the numberof childrenand theirquality
in the face of a constrainton the total amountof
time that can be devoted to child-raising and
labor-marketactivities. We furtherassume that
the only input required to produce both child
quantity and child quality is time.9 Since all
members of a generation are identical in their
endowments, the budget constraint is not affected if child quality is produced by professional educatorsratherthan by parents.
Let Tq + reet+e be the time cost for a
memberof generationt of raising a child with a
level of education (quality) et+ 1. That is, Tq is
the fractionof the individual'sunit time endowment that is requiredto raise a child, regardless
of quality, and Te is the fraction of the individual's unit time endowment that is requiredfor
each unit of education for each child.
Consider members of generation t who are
endowed with ht efficiency units of labor at
time t. Define potentialincome zt as the amount
that they would earn if they devoted their entire
time endowment to labor-force participation:
Zt=
Wt t Potentialincome is divided between
expenditure on child-rearing(quantity as well
8 As will become clear below, the presence of a subsistence consumptionconstraintprovides the Malthusianpiece
of our model. The formulation that we use implicitly
stresses a "demand"explanation for the positive income
elasticity of populationgrowth at low-income levels, since
higher income will allow individuals to afford more children.However, one could also cite "supply"factors, such as
declining infant mortalityand increased naturalfertility, to
explain the same phenomenon. See Nancy Birdsall (1988)
and Randall J. Olsen (1994).
9 If both time and goods are requiredto produce child
quality,the process we describewould be intensified.As the
economy develops and wages increase, the relative cost of
a quality child will diminish and individuals will substitute
quality for quantityof children.
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as quality), at an opportunitycost of wtht[Tq +
Teet + l] per child, and consumptionct.
Hence, in the second period of life (parenthood), the individualfaces the budgetconstraint
(5)

wth,nt(Tq+ Tee+I) + ct

wtht.

C. The Production of Human Capital
An individual'slevel of humancapitalis determinedby his/herquality(education)as well as by
the technologicalenvironment.Incorporatingthe
insightof Schultz(1964), discussedearlier,technologicalprogressis assumedto raisethe value of
educationin producinghumancapital.The level
of humancapitalof childrenof membersof generationt, ht+1, is an increasingfunctionof their
educationet+ 1, and a decreasingfunctionof the
rate of progressin the state of technologyfrom
periodt to periodt + 1, gt+ 1 (At+ 1 - A)/At.
The higherthe children'squality,the smallerthe
adverseeffect of technologicalprogress.
(6)

a result of technological progress. That is,
ay(ht, xt)lagt > ?.
D. Optimization
Members of generationt choose the number
and quality of their children,and thereforetheir
own consumption, so as to maximize their intertemporalutility function. Substituting(5) and
(6) into (4), the optimizationproblemof a member of generationt is
(7) {nt, e,+I}
argmax{wtht[I X f(wt+

gt+ 1) > 0, he(et+1, gt+1) >

09 hee(et+ 1, gt+ 1) <

O, h,(et+

1, gt+l1) < 0?

hgg(et+ 1, gt+ 1) > 0, and heg(et+1, gt+i) >
OV(et+?, gt+l) : 0.

Hence, the individual'slevel of humancapital
is an increasing,strictlyconcave functionof education, and a decreasingstrictlyconvex function
of the rate of technologicalprogress.10Furtiermore, education lessens the adverse effect of
technologicalprogress.That is, technologycomplementsskillsin theproductionof humancapital.
Moreover, althoughthe numberof efficiency
units of labor per worker is diminished during
the transition from one technological state to
another-the "erosion effect"-the effective
number of the efficiency units of labor per
worker, which is the product of the workers'
level of humancapital and the economy's technological state (reflected in the wage per efficiency unit of labor), is assumedto be higher as
10 Strictconvexitywith respectto g,+1 is not essential.It is
designed to ensure that the level of human capital will not
become zero at high ratesof technologicalprogress.Altemative assumptionswill not affect the qualitativeanalysis.

lnth(e,+

nt(Tq

+ Teeti)]}17y

1 gt+1)I}y

subjectto
wtht[l

+ 'Teet+l)]

-nt((q

'

c;

0.

(n t, et?)

ht+1- h(et+1, gt+?),

where h(et +,
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The optimizationwithrespectto ntimpliesthat,as
long as potentialincome at time t is sufficiently
high so as to ensurethatct > c, the time spentby
individualt raisingchildrenis y, whereas1 - y is
devoted for labor-forceparticipation.However,
for low levels of potentialincome,the subsistence
constraintbinds. The individual consumes the
subsistencelevel c, and uses the rest of the time
endowmentfor child-rearing.
Let z be the level of potentialincome at which
the subsistenceconstraintis just binding;that is,
=-c/(1 -y)). It follows thatfor ztt C
(8)

nt[q

+

Teet]

fy

1-[clwtht]

if
if

zt
ZtZ

z

As long as the potential income of a member
of generation t, zt
w,ht, is below z, then
the fraction of time necessary to ensure subsistence consumption j is larger than 1 - y, and
the fraction of time devoted for child-rearing
is therefore below y. As the wage per efficiency unit of laborincreases,the individualcan
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generate the subsistence consumption with
smallerlaborforce participationand the fraction
of time devoted to child-rearingincreases.'
Figure 2 shows the effect of an increase in
potentialincome zt on the individual'schoice of
total time spent on children and consumption.
The income expansion path is vertical until the
level of income passes the critical level that
permits consumptionto exceed the subsistence
level. Thereafter, the income expansion path
becomes horizontalat a level y in terms of time
devoted for child-rearing.'2
Regardless of whether potential income is
above or below z, increases in wages will not
change the division of child-rearingtime between qualityand quantity.Whatdoes affect the
division between time spent on quality and time
spent on quantity is the rate of technological
progress,which changes the returnto education.
Specifically, using (8), the optimizationwith
respect to e, + implies that, independentlyof
the subsistence consumptionconstraint,the implicit functionalrelationshipbetween et + 1 and

SEPTEMBER2000

where Ge(et?i, gt+1) < 0 and Gg(et+?,
gt+ 1) > 0 Vgt+1 ? 0 and Vet+I > 0.
To ensure the existence of a positive level of
gt + 1 such that the chosen level of education is
0, it is assumed that
G(O, O)=Tqhe

(A 1)

O)

(0,

0) < 0.

-Teh(O,

LEMMA 1: If (Al) is satisfied,then the level of
educationchosen by membersof generationt for
theirchildrenis a nondecreasingfunctionof gt+ 1et+

where, g

0-

= e(gt+.)l

>

>

if gt + t 5
if gt+ I >

gS

0, and
o

e'(gt+,)>

gtlz.

gt + 1, as depicted in Figures 3-5 and derived in

PROOF:
As follows from (6) and (9), G(O, gt+1) is

Lemma 1, is given by

monotonically increasing in gt

(9)

G(etel,,gt+,)
--(Tq

+ reet+ )h,(et+

-Teh(et+

s gt+i)

1 gt+ 1)

I

I;

" John D. Durand(1975) and Goldin (1994) reportthat,
across a large sample of countries,the relationshipbetween
women's labor-forceparticipationand income is U-shaped.
The model presentedhere explainsthe negative effect of income on labor-forceparticipationfor poor countries,and furtherpredictsthatthis effect shouldno longerbe operativeonce
potentialincome has risen sufficientlyhigh; it does not, however, explainthe positive effect of income on participationfor
richercountries.See, however, Galor and Weil (1996) for a
model that does explainthis phenomenon.
12 An alternativeway of generatinga qualitatively similar resultwould be to assume a Stone-Gearyutility function
of the form ua = (ct - j)(l- 7)(wt+ Intht+ 0)7 In this case
the income expansionpath would be nearly verticalfor low
levels of potentialincome and asymptoticallyhorizontalfor
high levels of potential income. Adopting this formulation
would raise the dimensionalityof the system, however.

Furthermore,

c

et+ 1 is a single-valued function of gt + 1, where
etI+

if et+, > O
if e,+1
0,

+ 1.

(6) implies that limg 1?? G(O, gt+1) > 0,
whereas (Al) implies that G(O, 0) < 0. Hence,
there exists g > 0 such that G(O, ) -0, and
therefore, as follows from (9) et+ = 0 for
g. Furthermore,it follows from (9) that
gt ?1

gt+1)

(gt+

1)

-

Gg(et+

,

gt+

l)IGe(et

+ 1,

> 0.

As is apparentfrom (9), e"( gt + 1) dependson
the third derivatives of the productionfunction
of human capital. A concave reaction of the
level of education to the rate of technological
progress appearsplausible economically, hence
it is assumed that 3

13
Alternatively,if e(g,+? ) is strictlyconvex we may assume that for physiologicalor other reasons, the maximum
amountof educationthata child can receive is boundedfrom
above. In the model we ignore integer constraintson the
numberof children,so that absenta constrainton the quality
perchild,parentsmightchooseto have aninfinitesimallysmall
numberof childrenwith infinitelyhigh quality.Thus the existenceof integerconstraintsmay be takenas one justification
for an upperboundon level of education.
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Time Spent
Raising
Children

Y

Income Expansion Path

X''''''"''"""""

c/(l+y)
Consumption,

c,

FIGURE 2. PREFERENCES, CONSTRAINTS, AND INCOME EXPANSION PATH

Notes: The figure depicts the household's indifference curves, budget constraints,as well as the subsistence consumption
constraintc 2 J. The income expansionpath, as derived in Proposition 1, is vertical as long as the subsistence consumption
constraintis binding and horizontalat a level y once the subsistence consumptionconstraintis not binding.

Furthermore,substituting e,+,
into (8), it follows that nt is

(10) n~=

qI
T+
q+

Y

I

na(gt,-

gt ?1)

fz

(g1)
-

e(

if z,'z

n,(g

T'e(gt+)
T ee(g)

=

1

Z)

if zt

_

z.

PROPOSITION1: Under (A1)-(A2)
(a) Technologicalprogress that is expected to
occur between thefirst and second periods
of children's lives results ,n a decline in the
parents' chosen numberof children and an
increase in their quality, i.e.,
antIagt,1?'O

As follows from (3), (6), andthe definitionof z,
(11)

z, = w,h, = hzx(I

-a)

=z(et,

gt, xt),

Ze(et, gt, xt) > 0, zx(et, gt, xt) > 0, and
Zg(et, gt, xt) < 0 V(et, gt, Xt) > 0.14

where

The

following

proposition summarizes

the properties of the functions e(

gt

+ 1), nfa(Zt

gt + 1), and n b(gt+ 1) and their significance for
the evolution in the substitutionof quality for
quantityin the process of development.

14
It should be noted that, whereas the partialderivative
of zt with respect to g, is negative (holding x, and thus A,
constant),the total derivativeof zt with respect to g, (holding A, - 1 constant) is positive.

and

aet+1Iag,j1-0.

(b) If parentalpotential income is below z (i.e.,
if the subsistence consumptionconstraintis
binding), an increase in parental potential
income raises the number of children, but
has no effect on their quality, i.e.,
if zt <

> 0 and ae,? 1lazt = 0
ontlaIzt

Z

(c) If parental potential income is above z, an
increase in parental potential income does
not change the numberof children or their
quality, i.e.,
antlazv = aet+ Ilaz, = 0

if Zt > f.

PROOF:
Follows directly from Lemma 1, (8)-(10),
and assumptions(A1)-(A2).
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It follows from Proposition 1 that if the subsistence consumption constraintis binding, an
increase in the effective resources per worker
raises the numberof children,but has no effect
on their quality, whereas if the subsistence constraintis not binding, an increase in the effective resources per worker does not change the
numberof children or their quality.
E. Technological Progress
Suppose that technological progress gt?,
which takes place between periods t and t + 1,
depends on the educationper capita among the
working generation in period t, et, and the
population size of the working generation in
period t, Lt

(12)

15

g ?L=
-At+ I-At
At

where for Lt > 0 andet ' O, g(O, Lt) >O,
gi(et, Lt) > 0, and gii(et, Lt) < 0, i = et, Lt.16
Hence, for a sufficiently large population
size, the rate of technological progressbetween
time t and t + 1 is a positive, increasing,
strictlyconcave function of the size and level of
education of the working generation at time t.
Furthermore,the rate of technological progress
is positive even if labor quality is zero.
As will become apparent,the dynamical system of the described economy is rather complex; hence, to simplify the exposition, the
dynamicalsystem is analyzed initially underthe
assumptionthat an increase in population size
has no effect on technological progress. In particular, it is initially assumed that
15
We consider a modificationof equation(12) along the
lines suggested by Jones (1995) in Section II.D.
16 It should be noted that we assume that for a sufficiently small populationthe rateof technologicalprogressis
strictly positive only every several periods. That is, for a
0 for
sufficiently small L, > 0, g(O, L,) 2 0, gi(e, L)
O,
all t, and g(O, L,) > 0, gi(et, L,) > 0, for some t.
Furthermore,the numberof periods that pass between two
episodes of technological improvement declines with the
size of population.These assumptionsensure that in early
stages of development the economy is indeed in a Malthusian steady state. Clearly,if technologicalprogressoccurred
in every time period at a pace thatincreasedwith the size of
population, the growth rate of output per capita would
always be positive, despite the adjustmentin the size of
population.

(A '-J

SEPTEMBER2000
=

L,

dLe

t

V Lt >

' t

In later stages of the analysis the effect of the
size of population on the relationshipbetween
technological progress and the level of education as specified in (12) is fully incorporated
into the analysis.
F. The Evolution of Population, Technology,
and Effective Resources

The size of the working population at time

t +1,Lt+,

is

(13)

Lt+ I = ntLt,

where Lt is the size of the workingpopulationat
time t, nt is the numberof childrenper person,
and nt - 1 is the rate of populationgrowth.The
size of the working population at time 0 is
historically given at a level Lo.
The state of technology at time t + 1, At+ 1,
as derived from (12), is
(14)

+ gt+)At,

At+=(

where the state of technology at time 0 is historically given at a level AO.
The evolution of effective resources per
worker,xt
(AtX)ILt, depends on the evolution in the technological level and the rate of
populationgrowth:
1 ?gt+1
+

(15)

Xt+ =

where xo-

AOXILOis historically given.

nt

xt,

Substituting(11) and (12) into (10), and (10)
and (12) into (15),

(16) xt+l
[1 + g(et, Lt)][-r +
y
'Y
-b(et, Lt)xt
[1 + g(et,
1
-

Lj)][Tq
- [clz(et,

Tee(g(et,

if ztt

Lt))]

Z

+ Tee(g(et,

Lt))]

gt, xt)]

a(et, gt, xt, Lj)xt
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where,as follows from Lemma 1, (11), and (12),
4,(e,, L) > 0, and 4'(et, t xt, L) < 0 Vet ' 0.
II. The DynamicalSystem
The development of the economy is characterized by the evolution of output per worker,
population, technological level, education per
worker,humancapitalper worker,and effective
resources per worker. The evolution of the
economy, is fully determinedby a sequence {et,
gt, xt, Lt}j 0 that satisfies (12)-(16) and
Lemma 1 in every period t.
The dynamical system is characterizedby
two regimes. In the first regime the subsistence
consumption constraint is binding and for a
given population size L, the evolution of the
economy is governed by a three-dimensional
nonlinearfirst-orderautonomoussystem:17
1Xt+I=
(17)

et+, 1

{gt +

4a(et gt' xt; L)xt
e(g(et; L))
g(et; L)

if ztt

Z

where the initial conditions eo, go, and xo are

historically given. In the second regime the
subsistence consumption constraint is not
binding and, for a given population size L, the
evolution of the economy is governed by a
two-dimensional system:

r18

xt I=
et
e

ob

=
I-e(g(et;

(et xt; L)xt
L)).

fzt~'

i

t

In both regimes, however, the analysis of the
dynamical system is greatly simplified by the
fact that, as follows from Lemma 1, (12), and
(A3), the joint evolution of et and gt is determined independentlyof the xt. Furthermore,the
evolution of et and gt is independentof whether
the subsistence constraint is binding, and is
therefore independent of the regime in which
the economy is located. The education level of
workers in period t + 1 depends only on the
level of technological progress expected be17 For a given population, the entire dynamical system
can be representedby the sequence (ge, x,)'t.0O.However,
since e(gt) is not invertible, the sequence (et, xt)'t.0 does
not representthe dynamicalsystem, and a dynamicalsystem
that incorporatesthe evolution of et is necessarily threedimensional in the first regime.

817

tween period t and period t + 1, whereas
technological progress between periods t and
t + 1 depends only on the level of educationof
workersin period t. Thus for a given population
size L, we can analyze the dynamics of technology and education independentlyof the evolution of resources per capita.
A. The Evolution of Technology
and Education
The evolution of technology and education,
given (A3), is characterizedby the sequence
{gt, et} 10 that satisfies in every period t the
equations gt ?i
+
g(et; L) and e?t+1
e( gt+ 1). Although this dynamical subsystem
consists of two independent one dimensional,
nonlinear first-orderdifference equations, it is
more revealing to analyze them jointly.
In light of the properties of the functions
e(gt+ 1) and g(et; L) given in Lemma 1, (A2),
(A3), and (12), it follows that if populationsize
does play a role in technological progress, this
dynamical subsystem is characterizedby three
qualitativelydifferentconfigurations,which are
depicted in Figures 3-5. The economy shifts
endogenouslyfrom one configurationto another
as population increases and the curve g(et; L)
shifts upward to account for the effect of an
increase in population.
In Figure 3, for a range of small population
sizes, the dynamical system is characterizedby
globally stable steady state equilibria. For a
given population size in this range, the steadystate equilibriumis (e, g) = (0, g'). As implied
by (12), the rate of technological change in a
temporarysteady state increases monotonically
with the size of population,whereas the level of
educationremains unchanged.
In Figure4, for a rangeof moderatepopulation
sizes, the dynamicalsystem is characterizedby
three steady-stateequilibria.For a given population size in this range, there exist two locally
stable steady-stateequilibria:(e, g) = (0, g') and
(e,g-) =(eh, gh), and an interiorunstablesteady
state (e, g)-(eu,
gU). rThe steady-stateequilibria
(eh, gh) andg' increasemonotonicallywiththe size
of population.
Finally,in Figure5, for a rangeof largepopulationsizes, the dynamicalsystemis characterized
by globally stable steady state equilibria.For a
given populationsize in this range,thereexists a
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ge+,

g(e(,;,

0
0

Education,et
OF TECHNOLOGY
AND EDUCATION
FORA SMALLPOPULATION
FIGURE3. THE EVOLUTION

Notes: The figure describes the evolution of education et and the rate of technological change g, for a constant small
populationL'. The curve labeled g, ,? = g(e,; L') shows the effect of educationon the growthrateof technology as presented
in equation(12). The curve labeled et, = e(g,, 1) shows the effect of expected technologicalchange on optimal education
choices derived in Lemma 1. The point of intersectionbetween the two curves is the globally stable steady-stateequilibrium
(0, g'). In early stages of development,the economy is in the vicinity of this steady state in which educationis zero and the
rate of technological progress is slow.

unique globally stable steady-stateequilibrium:
(e, g) = (eh, gh). These temporarysteady-state
levels increasewith population.
B. Global Dynamics
This section analyzes the evolution of the
economy from the Malthusian Regime,
through the Post-Malthusian Regime, to the
demographic transition and Modern Growth.
The global analysis is based on a sequence of
phase diagrams that describe the evolution of
the system within each regime and the transition between the different regimes in the
plain (et, xt). The phase diagrams, depicted in
Figures 6-8 contain three elements: the
Malthusian Frontier, which separates the regions in which the subsistence constraint is
binding from those where it is not; the XX
locus, which denotes the set of all pairs (et,
x,) for which effective resources per worker
are constant; and the EE locus, which denotes
the set of all pairs for which the level of
education per worker is constant.

The Malthusian Frontier.-As was established in (17) and (18) the economy exits
from the subsistence consumption regime
when potential income zt exceeds the critical
level z. This switch of regime changes the
dimensionality of the dynamical system from
three to two.
Let the MalthusianFrontier be the set of all
triplets of (et, xt, gt) for which individuals'
incomes equal z. 18 Using the definitions of zt
and z, it follows from (6) and (11) that the
Malthusian Frontier MM is
(19)

MM

{(e,, xt, gt)

xtl -)h(et,

gt)a

Y Jf1_,

18
As was shown in Proposition 1, below the Malthusian
Frontier,the effect of income on fertility will be positive,
whereas above the frontierthere will be no effect of income
on fertility. Thus the Malthusian Frontier separates the
Malthusianand Post-MalthusianRegimes, on the one hand,
from the Modem Growth Regime, on the other.
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et+1- e(gi1l)

9gh .....

... .. X... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .

t+=

g(et;

Lm)

0

...........

'

'.

eU

eh

Education, et
POPULATION
FORA MODERATE
ANDEDUCATION
OFTECHNOLOGY
FIGURE
4. THEEVOLUTION
Notes: The figuredescribesthe evolutionof educationet andthe rateof technologicalchangeg, once the size of the populationhas
by multiplesteadystateequilibria.The steady-stateequilibria(0,
grownto reacha moderatesize, Lm.The systemis characterized
g') and (eh, gh) are locally stable, whereas(eu, gu) is unstable.Given the initial conditions,in the absence of large shocks the
economy remainsin the vicinity of the low steady-stateequilibrium(0, g'), in which educationis still zero but the rate of
technologicalprogressis moderate.

Let the Conditional Malthusian Frontier be
the set of all pairs (et, xt) for which, conditional
on a given technological level gt, individuals'
incomes equal z. Following the definitionsof zt
and z, equations (6) and (11) imply that the
ConditionalMalthusianFrontierMM,g,, as depicted in Figures 6-8, is
(20) MMigg, {(et, xt): x(1
=

-

h(et, g)'

y)jg}.

LEMMA 2: If (et, xt) E MM,, then xt is a
decreasing strictly convexfunction of et.
PROOF:
The lemma follows from (6) and (20).
Hence, the ConditionalMalthusianFrontier,as
depicted in Figures 6-8, is a strictly convex,
downwardsloping, curve in the (et, xt) space.
Furthermore,it intersectsthe x, axis and asymptotically approachesthe et axis as xt approaches

infinity.The frontiershiftsupwardas g, increases
in the transitionto a Modem Growthregime.
The XX Locus.-Let XX be the locus of all
triplets (et, gt, x,), such that for a given population size the effective resources per worker,
xt, are in a steady state:
XX- {(et, xt, gt) : xtf I

xt}-

Along theXXlocus the growthratesof population
and technologyare equal. Above the Malthusian
Frontier,the fraction of time devoted to childrearingis not dependenton the level of effective
resourcesper worker.In this case, the growthrate
of populationwill just be a negative functionof
the growth rate of technology, since for higher
technology growth, parentswill spend more of
their resourceson child qualityand thus less on
childquantity.Thustherewill be a particularlevel
of technologicalprogress that induces an equal
rateof populationgrowth.Since the growthrateof
technologyis, in turn, a positive functionof the
level of education,this rateof technologygrowth
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Education,

et
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h

FIGURE5. THE EVOLUTION
OF TECHNOLOGY
AND EDUCATION
FORA LARGEPOPULATION
Notes: The figure describes the evolution of education et and the rate of technological change gt once the size of the
populationgrows to a high level, Lh. The system is characterizedby a unique globally stable steady-stateequilibrium(eh,
gh). In maturestages of development,the economy converges monotonicallyto this steady statewith high levels of education

and technological progress.

will correspondto a particularlevel of education,
denoted e. Below the MalthusianFrontier,the
growthrateof populationdependson the level of
effective resourcesper capitax, as well as on the
growthrateof technology.The lower the value of
x, the smallerthe fractionof the time endowment
devoted to child-rearing,and so the lower the
populationgrowth. Thus, below the Malthusian
Frontier,a lower value of effective resourcesper
capitawill mean thatlower values of technology
growth (and thus education)will be consistent
with populationgrowthbeing equalto technology
growth. Thus, as drawn in Figures 6-8, lower
valuesof x will be consistentwith lower valuesof
e on the part of the XX locus that is below the
MalthusianFrontier.
Lemmas 3, 4, and 5, derive the propertiesof
this locus. To simplify the exposition without
affecting the qualitativenatureof the dynamical
system, the parameters of the model are restricted so as to ensure that the XX locus is
nonempty when zt ? Z; that is,

(A4)

g<

(yITq)

-

1 < g(e(Lo),

Lo).

LEMMA 3: If (A1)-(A4) are satisfied, thenfor
Z, there exists a unique value 0 < e^< eh,
Z
such that xt E XX. Furthermore,for ztt

Zt !

f>0
xt+ l-Xt

i-0

t<0
PROOF:
For ztt

Z,

if et>e^
if et - e
iffet< e^.

it follows from (16) that
if and only if 4b(e;

xt+ 1xt

[1 + g(et; L)][Tr +
'y

L)

Tee(g(et;

L))]I

1.

Since 4;b(et; L) is strictly monotonically increasing in et and since (A4) implies that for all
Lt > 0, 4b1(0; L) < l and 4b(eh; L) > 1,
there exists a unique value 0 < e^< e , such
that 4b(e; L) - 1 and hence xt E XX. Furthermore,since kb(et; L) is strictly monotonically increasing in et, it follows from (16) that
xt+I > xt if and only if 4b(et; L) > 1 and
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hence et > e, whereas xt+1 < xt if and only if
b(e;L) < 1 andhenceet < e.
Hence, the XX locus, as depicted in Figures
6-8 in the space (et, x,), is a vertical line
above the Conditional Malthusian Frontier at
a level e. This critical level decreases with the
size of the population.
Lemma 3 holds as long as consumption is
above subsistence. In the case where the subsistence constraintis binding, the evolution of
xt, as determinedby equation (16), is based on
the rate of technologicalchange gt, the effective
resourcesper workerxt, as well as the qualityof
the labor force et.
be the locus of all pairs (et, xe), such
Let XXgK
thatxt+ 1 xt for a given level of gt; thatis,
x,) : xt+I = xtlgt}-

{(e,

XXIg,

LEMMA 4: If (A1)-(A4) are satisfied,then for
- e, thereexistsa singleet
=
valuedfunctionxt x(et), such that (x(et), et) E
. Furthennore,for zt C Z,
XXjg)

zt ' z andfor 0 :

and 0 ? et ' e,
=0 if Xt = x(et)
and O< et < e,
if [(et, Xt) < (et, x(et))

>0

and 0 ? et ]e], or [et

>

e].

PROOF:
As follows from (16), x,+ 1 = xt if and only if
4pa(et

gt,

xt)

=

[1 + g(et; L)]

X
*1
=

+

[Tq

-

Tee(g(et;

[J/z(et,

since

'(et, gt, xt; L) is not necessarily mono-

tonic, x'(e,) is not necessarily monotonic as
well. Furthermore, since 4a(et, xtlg,) is strictly

monotonically decreasingin xt, it follows from
(16) that for 0 ? et < e and for zt C
xt+ 1 > xt
if and only if x, < max[x(e,),

x ],

where (et, xM) E MM,gt
and
if and only if xt > x(et).
xt+ I < xt
Hence, without loss of generality, the locus
XXIg is depicted in Figures 6-8, as an upwardsloping curve in the space (et, xt), defined for
et - e. XX1g is strictly below the Conditional
MalthusianFrontierfor the value of et < e, and
the two coincide at e.

LEMMA 5: Let (e, x) E MMjgt. If (A4) is
satisfied, then

n xx.
(e, x) = xxlgt n lMIMgt

if (et, Xt) > (et, x(et))

<0

Xt+I-Xt
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L))]

gt, xt)]}

1.

Since Oa(et, gt, xt; L) is strictly monotonically
decreasing in xt, there exists a single-valued
functionxt x(et), such that a(et, xtlgt) = 1
and therefore (et, x(et)) E XXIg. Moreover,

PROOF:
Let (e, x) E MMIgt. It follows from the
definition of MM,g that z(e, xlg =t
z
Hence, Lemma 2 implies that (e^,x) E XX.
Furthermore,since Lemmas 2 and 3 are both
valid for zt = Z, it follows that x(e) = x and
hence (e^,x) E XXIgt.
Hence,the ConditionalMalthusianFrontier,the
XX locus, and the XXKtlocus, as depictedin Figures 6-8 in the (et, xt) space, coincide at (e, x).
T'heEE Locus.-Let EE be the locus of all
triplets(et, gt, xt), such that the qualityof labor
et is in a steady state:
EE

{(et, xt, gt) : et+I = et}.

As follows from the analysis in Section II, subsection A for a given population size, the
steady-statevalues of et are independentof the
values of xt and gt. The locus EE evolves
throughthree phases in the process of development, corresponding to the three phases that
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w~~~~Xt+
=IXt

d)
d

et+/I

xett

>

(~~~~~~~~~~Conditional
Malthusian
,*s J i

+,

*?e**e

Conditional
Malthusian
Steady-State.,
Equilibrium....

.--Frontier

e
Education,
FIGURE 6

eC

TEIE CONDITIONAL DYNAMICAL SYSTE3MFOR A SMALL POPULATION

resourcepersworkerxt fora constantsmallpopulation
Notes: Thisfiguredescribestheevolutionof education andeiffective
Ll. The curveet+ I = et is the set of all pairs(e,, xt), for whicheducationis constantovertime.The curvex,+ I =x, is
theset of all pairs(et, t), givengt, forwhicheffective resourceperworkeris constantovertime(Lemmas3, 4, and5). The
point of intersection between the two curves is the unique globally stable steady-state equilibrium. In early stages of
development,the system is in the vicinity of this conditionalMalthusiansteady-stateequilibrium.The ConditionalMalthusian
Frontieras definedin equation(20) is the set of all pairs(et, xt) given gtFbelow which the subsistenceconsumptionconstraint
is binding.
et

x) in Figure 7, consists of three vertical lines
describethe evolution of educationand technolcorrespondingto the three steady-stateequilibogy depicted in Figures 3, 4, and 5.
ria for the value of et-that is, e - 0, e - eU,
In the early stages of development,when popeh. The vertical lines e = e't and eand e
ulation size is sufficientlysmall, the joint evolution of educationand technologyis characterized eh shift rightwardas population size increases.
by a globally stable temporary steady-state Furthermore,the global dynamics of et in this
configurationare given by
equilibrium,(j, g) =(0 g'), as depictedin FigEE locus, depictedin the
ure3. The corresponding
space(e, x) in Figure6, is verticalat the level e
or e>e
<0
if O<e,<e'
0, for a rangeof small populationsizes. Furthermore, for this range,the global dynamicsof et in
et E O, e, eh}
et+1 - et -O aif
(22)
this configurationare given by
> O if e < e < eh.

(21)

0-

if et -?

et+1-e {t< ? if et >

In later stages of development, as population
size increases sufficiently,the joint evolution of
education and technology is characterizedby
multiple locally stable temporary steady-state
equilibria, as depicted in Figure 4. The corresponding EE locus, depicted in the space (er,

In maturestages of development,when population size is sufficientlylarge, the joint evolution
of educationand technology is characterizedby
globally stable steady-state equilibrium at the
point (e, g)
(ehI gh) as depicted in Figure
5. The correspondingEE locus, as depicted in
Figure 8 in the space (et, x), is vertical at the
level e = eh. This vertical line shifts rightward
as population size increases. Furthermore,the
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Education, et
FIGURE 7. THE CONDITIONAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEM FOR A MODERATE POPULATION

Notes: This figuredescribesthe evolutionof educationet and effectiveresourceper workerx,, once the size of the populationhas
by multiplesteadystateequilibria.Given the initialconditions,in
grownto reacha moderatesize, L!. The systemis characterized
the absenceof large shocks,the economy remainsin the vicinity of the conditionalMalthusiansteadystate equilibrium.

global dynamics of et in this configurationare
given by

(23)

et+ 1-et

0> ifO 'et,<eh
0 if et=eh.
< O if e > e.

C. ConditionalSteady-StateEquilibria
In early stages of development, when population size is sufficiently small, the dynamical
system, as depicted in Figure 6 in the space
(et, xt), is characterized by a unique and
globally stable conditional steady-state equilibrium.19It is given by a point of intersection
19Since the dynamicalsystem is discrete,the trajectories
implied by the phase diagramsdo not necessarily approximate the actual dynamic path, unless the state variables
evolve monotonically over time. As shown in Section II,
subsectionA, the evolution of et is monotonic, whereas the
evolution and convergence of x, may be oscillatory. Nonmonotonicitymay arise only if e < e. Nonmonotonicityin
the evolution of xt does not affect the qualitativedescription
of the system. Furthermore,if 4a(et, gt, x,; L)xt > - 1 the
conditionaldynamicalsystem is locally nonoscillatory.The

between the EE locus and the XX locus. That
is, conditional on a given rate of technological progress gt and a given population size,
the Malthusian steady state (0, x( g,)) is
globally stable.20 In later stages of development, as population size increases sufficiently, the dynamical system as depicted in
Figure 7 is characterized by two conditional
steady-state equilibria. The Malthusian conditional steady-state equilibrium is locally
stable, whereas the conditional steady-state
equilibrium(eu, xu) is a saddlepoint.21 In addition, for education levels above eU the system
converges to a stationarylevel of education eh
and possibly to a steady-stategrowth rate of xt,

phase diagramsin Figures6- 8 are drawnunderthe assumptions that ensure that there are no oscillations.
20 The local stability of the steady-stateequilibrium(0,
x (ge)) can be derived formally. The eigenvalues of the
Jacobianmatrix of the conditional dynamical system evaluated at the conditional steady-state equilibrium are both
smaller than 1 (in absolute value) under (Al)-(A3).
21 Convergenceto the saddlepointtakes place only if the
level of educationis eu. That is, the saddlepathis the entire
vertical line that correspondsto et = eu.
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Conditional
Malthusian
-Frontier
h

e

e

Education, et
FORA LARGE
FIGURE
DYNAMICAL
POPULATION
8. THECONDITIONAL
SYSTEM
Notes: The figure describes the evolution of education et and the rate of technological change x,, once the size of the
populationhas reached a high level, Lh. The dynamical system changes qualitativelyand the conditionalMalthusiansteady
state vanishes. The economy evolves througha Post-MalthusianRegime until it crosses the ConditionalMalthusianFrontier
and enters the Modem Growth Regime.

given the populationsize. In mature stages of
developmentwhen populationsize is sufficiently
large,the system convergesgloballyto an educational level eh and possibly to a steady-state
growthrate of xt, given the populationsize.
D. Analysis
The transition from the Malthusian regime
throughthe Post-Malthusian
regimeto the demographictransitionand a Modem Growthregime
emerges from Proposition 1 and Figures 2-8.
Consideran economyin the earlystagesof development.Populationis low enoughthatthe implied
rate of technologicalchange is very small, and
parentshave no incentiveto provideeducationto
theirchildren.As depictedin Figure3 in the space
(et, g,), the economy is characterizedby a single
temporarysteady-stateequilibriumin which technological progress is very slow and children's
level of educationis zero. This temporarysteadystate equilibriumcorrespondsto a globally stable
conditionalMalthusiansteady-stateequilibrium,
drawnin Figure6 in the space (et,xe).For a given
rateof technologicalprogress,effective resources
per capita, as well as the level of education,are
constantand hence, as follows from (2) and (6),
outputper capita is constantas well. Moreover,

shocks to populationor resourceswill be undone
in a classicMalthusianfashion.Populationwill be
growing slowly, in parallelwith technology.
As long as the size of the population is sufficiently small, no qualitativechanges occur in
the dynamical system described in Figures 3
and 6. The temporarysteady-state equilibrium
depicted in Figure 3 gradually shifts vertically
upward,reflecting small incrementsin the rate
of technological progress as the size of the
population increases, while the level of education remains constant at zero. Similarly, the
conditional Malthusian steady-state equilibrium, drawn in Figure 6 for a constant rate of
technologicalprogress,shifts upwardvertically.
However, outputper capita remains constant at
the subsistence level.
Over time, the slow growthin populationthat
takesplace in the Malthusianregimewill raisethe
rateof technologicalprogressandshiftthe g(et+ 1;
L') locus in Figure 3 upwardso that it has the
configurationshownin Figure4. At thispoint,the
dynamical system of education and technology
will be characterized by multiple, historydependentsteadystates.One of these steadystates
will be Malthusian,characterizedby constant
resourcesper capita,slow technologicalprogress,
and no education.The otherwill be characterized
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by a high level of education,rapidtechnological
progress,growingincome per capita,and moderate populationgrowth.
For the deterministicdescriptionof a take-off
from the Malthusianequilibriumthat is emphasized in this paper, however, the existence of
multiple steady states turns out not to be relevant. Since the economy starts out in the
Malthusiansteady state, it will remain there at
this intermediatestage. If we were to allow for
stochastic shocks to education or technological
progress, it would be possible for an economy
in the Malthusian steady state of Figure 4 to
jump to the ModernGrowthsteady state,but we
do not pursue this possibility.
Figure 5 shows that the increasingsize of the
populationcontinuesto raise the rate of technological progress, reflected in a furtherupward
shift of the g(et + 1; L,) locus. At a certainlevel
of population,the steady-stateMalthusianvanishes, and the economy transitions out of the
Malthusian Regime. Increases in the rate of
technological progress and the level of education feed back on each other until the economy
converges to the unique, stable steady state.
Althoughboth the evolutionof educationand
technological progress traced in Figure 5 are
monotoniconce the Malthusiansteady state has
been left behind, the evolution of population
growthand the standardof living, which can be
seen in Figure8, are more complicated.The reason for this complicationis that technological
progresshas two effects on the evolutionof population, as shown in Proposition1. First, by inducing parents to give their children more
education,technologicalprogresswill ceterisparibus lower the rate of populationgrowth. But,
second,by raisingpotentialincome,technological
progresswill increasethe fractionof their time
that parentscan affordto devote to raising children. Initially, while the economy is in the
Malthusianregion of Figure8, the effect of technology on the parent'sbudgetconstraintwill dominate,andso the growthrateof the populationwill
increase.This is the Post-MalthusianRegime.22
22
Literally,income per capitadoes not change duringthe
Post-MalthusianRegime. It remainsfixed at the subsistence
level. This is an artifactof the assumptionthatthe only input
into childqualityis parentaltime, andthatthis time inputdoes
not producemeasuredoutput.If child-rearing,especially the
productionof quality,requiresgoods or time suppliedthrough
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The positive income effect of technological
progresson fertilityfunctionsonly in the Malthusian region of Figure 8, however; as the figure
shows, the economy eventually crosses the
Malthusianfrontier.Once this has happened,further improvementsin technologyno longer have
the effect of changingthe amountof time devoted
to child-rearing,whereas faster technological
changewill continueto raise the quantityof educationthatparentsgive each child. Thus once the
economy has crossed the MalthusianFrontier,
populationgrowthwill fall as educationandtechnologicalprogressrise.
In the Modem GrowthRegime, resourcesper
capitawill rise, as technologicalprogressoutstrips
populationgrowth.Figure5 shows thatthe levels
of educationand technologicalprogresswill be
constantin the steadystate,providedthatpopulation size is constant (i.e., populationgrowth is
zero). This implies that the growth rate of resources per capita, and thus the growth rate of
outputper capita,will also be constant.However,
if populationgrowth is positive in the Modem
GrowthRegime and if its effect on technological
progress remains positive, then education and
technologicalprogresswill continueto rise, and,
similarly,if populationgrowth is negative they
will fall. In fact, the model makesno firmprediction aboutwhatthe growthrateof populationwill
be in the Modem GrowthRegime, otherthanthat
populationgrowth will fall once the economy
exits from the Malthusianregion. It may be the
case that population growth will be zero, in
which case the Modem Growth Regime would
constitute a global steady state, in which e and
g were constant. Alternatively, population
growth could be either positive or negative in
the Modern Growth Regime, with e and g behaving accordingly if the effect of population
size on the rate of technological progress remains positive.23

a market(e.g., schooling),the shifttowardhigherchild quality
thattakesplace duringthe Post-MalthusianRegime would be
reflectedin highermarketexpenclitures
(as opposedto parental
time exDenditures)and rising measuredincome.
23
Jones (1995) has argued for a model of technology
creationin which the steady-stategrowthrateof technologyis
ratherthanto its level.
relatedto the growthrateof popuilation,
Under such a specification,our model would have a steadystate modern growth regime, in which the growth rates of
populationand technologywould be constant.Further,such a
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andthiswouldin turnfeed backto raisethe rateof
technologicalprogress.Making *hisassumption,
This paper develops a unified endogenous however, would be equivalentto assumingthat
growthmodel in which the evolutionof popula- changesin technologywere skill biasedthroughout
tion, technology, and output growth is largely humanhistory.Although,on average,technological
change may have been skilledbiased, our mechconsistentwith the processof developmentin the
anismallowsus to considerthoseperiodsin which
last millennia.The model generatesan endogenous takeofffrom a MalthusianRegime, through technologicalchange was unskilledbiased in the
a Post-MalthusianRegime, to a demographic long run (most notably,elementsof the industrial
revolution).
transition and a Modem Growth Regime. In
The model abstractsfrom several factors that
early stages of development-the Malthusian
arerelevantfor economicgrowth.DifferencesbeRegime-the economyremainsin theproximityof a
of population
Malthusiantrap,where outputper capitais nearly tweencountriesin the determination
stationaryand episodes of technologicalchange growthor in the process of technologicalchange
increasesin outputandpop(as a resultof institutionsand culturalfactors,for
bringaboutproportional
example) would be reflected in their ability to
stagesof developmentulation.In theintermediate
escape the Malthusiantrap and in the speed of
paceof
Regime-the intensified
thePost-Malthusian
their takeoff. Similarly, differences in policies,
changethatis causedby theincreasein
technological
such as the public provisionof education,would
Regime
thesize of populationduringtheMalthusian
perrits the economyto take off. Productiontakes changethe dynamicsof the model. One interestin
ing possibilitythat the model suggestsis thatthe
disequilibrium
placeundera stateof technological
inflow of grainand othercommoditiesas well as
whichthe relativereturnto skillsrises,inducingthe
householdto shift its spendingon childrentoward the outflowof migrantsduringthe nineteenthcenqualityand away from quantity.Outputper capita tury may have played a crucialrole in Europe's
development.By easing the land constraintat a
increasesalongwith an increasein the rateof population growth and human-capitalaccumulation. crucialpoint-when incomeper capitahad begun
transition
to riserapidly,butbeforethe demographic
Eventually,rapidtechnologicalprogress,whichreaccumulation,
triggers hadgottenunderway-the "ghostacres"of theNew
sultsfromhighhuman-capital
Worldprovideda windowof time, which allowed
in whichfertilityratespera demographic
transition
manentlydecline.
Europeto pulldecisivelyawayfromthe Malthusian
(KennethPomeranz,1999).
equilibrium
One of the significantcomponentsof the model
Even though the model presentsa unified deis the effect of technologicalchangeon the return
to education. Specifically, technological transi- scriptionof the developmentprocessfollowed by
Europe and its offshoots, it is clearly not fully
tions, in and of themselves,are assumedto raise
the returnto education.An alternativeassumption applicableto countriesthat are developingtoday.
For currentlydevelopingcountries,a large stock
that would producemany of the same results is
of preexistingtechnologyis availablefor import,
thatthe returnto educationrises with the level of
technology,so that,for example,a technologically and so the relationshipbetween populationsize
stagnanteconomywith a high level of technology and technologygrowth,which helped triggerthe
demographictransitionin Europe, is no longer
would have a higher returnto educationthan a
relevant.Similarly,the relationshipbetween insimilarlystagnanteconomy with a low level of
this assumption come andpopulationgrowthhas changeddramateducation.A model incorporating
ically, resulting from the import of health
wouldproducea technologicaltakeoffthatwas not
relatedto the size of population:even if population technologies.Countriesthatarepoor, even by the
Europe,areexpewereconstant,technological
progresswouldeventu- standardsof nineteenth-century
riencinggrowthratesof populationfarhigherthan
allyraisetherateof returnto educationsufficientlyto
induceparentsto give theirchildrenmoreschooling, those ever experiencedin Europe.
We end by stressingthe importanceof the constructionof unifiedmodels of populationand development that encompass the endogenous
steadystatewouldbe stable:if populationgrowthfell, the rate
transitionbetweenthe threefundamentalregimes
of technologicalprogresswould also fall, inducinga rise in
that have characterizedthe process of developfertility.
III. ConcludingRemarks
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